WE ARE ONE
BOUND TOGETHER BY OUR LOVE OF

HAIR

2022 is about celebrating
the craft of hair, the value
of craftsmanship and the
virtue and joy found in
the skill of the handmade.
Making something
beautiful is an expression
of knowledge, mastered by
skillfully accomplished and
expert hands – your hands.

SIMON ELLIS

@THESIMONELLIS
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We continue to stand together, overcoming
the many lasting challenges that COVID-19
presented, pushing forward with a collaborative
mindset and a shared passion to advance
the hairdressing profession. In watching our
hair artists inspire the community, during the
toughest times in many of our careers, we
recognized that ambition is the active pursuit of
our inner hopes and dreams. We all have them,
but it takes courage and hard work to chase
them down and make them real.
We exist to make those dreams easier
to achieve by empowering individuals
with the tools and knowledge needed to
convert aspiring ambition into concrete
and attainable success. Our passion for
the practice, refinement and eventual
mastering of skill is our tribute to the
journey of learning. Dedicated to the
development of YOUR talent, we’re
taking our Blended Learning approach to
education even further with immersive
webinars and exciting digital experiences
– combined with physical seminars and
learning opportunities – celebrating
the craft of hairdressing to empower you,
our partner, to connect, learn and create.
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I N TRODUCTI ON

We are united as a community
of skillful individuals with a
shared passion and ambition to
carve our own paths to success.
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BLE N D E D L E ARN IN G

Our education offerings comprise
a blend of both physical as well as
digital learning

LEARNING

DIGITAL
20 22
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Our digital offerings approach
delivers to a number of
varying platforms, with the
aim to inspire creativity and
unlock potential and nurture
personal growth. You will
find digitalized education
offerings in the form of ASK
e-Academy learning tools, blog
articles, inspirational videos on
Instagram and YouTube, stepby-step visual aids on micro
sites, as well as local initiatives.

PHYSICAL

LEARNING

In addition to our digital modules, our blended
learning approach also offers a physical learning
experience, with “face-to-face” guided classes
and hands on practical sessions. The key focal
points for 2022 in the color category will see the
celebration of Schwarzkopf Professional highperformance IGORA coloration system as well as
exciting new offerings with BLONDME which will
push your boundaries to understand color indepth and add to your creative process.
®

®
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The Backbar and Styling categories are full of
exciting new areas to keep your skills up-todate with current trends. You will also find new
entry seminars in both Visionary and Business
categories, which will allow you to grow your
skills, clientele, creativity, and business to it’s
utmost potential.

BLENDED

LEARNING

EXPERIENCE
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The Blended Learning Experience is
designed to support you, wherever
you need it. Inspiration on Social
Media, self-paced in your salon with
on-the-go learning modules around
the clock or physically face-to-face
learning opportunities, such as
in-salon trainings.

UNLOCK YOUR

POTENTIAL

Hairdressing is a complex craft
with multiple knowledge levels.
Encouraging skillset progression and
specialist training advancement, ASK
Education offers targeted pillars of
expertise to suit every hairdresser’s
interest and ability.

Essential skills

Sustainability

Diversity

Business and digital

Essential looks

Creativity

ASK E DU CATI O N
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Consultation

Color. It’s a powerful tool.
It Transforms. Delights. Empowers.

COLOR

Our color seminars are designed to
enhance the skills you already have.
This year sees an even bigger focus
on color mixing with our exciting
collaborations, we’re also expanding
both our multi-dimensional color
and blonde offerings with specialist
seminars and training opportunities
developed to empower and advance
your individual artistry.
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COLOR

HERO SEMINAR

THAT SPECIAL BLONDE

‘Blonde’ means more than ever before! If you’re
looking to create THE IDEAL blonde blend for
every client then you’ve come to the right place...
Whether you’re creating a neutral, sun-kissed or
cool iridescent tonal direction, this course dives
into the details for delivering truly personalized
blonde results without even reaching for a lightener.
Learn how to conduct a
prescriptive consultation
by assessing a client’s
skin tone, complexion
and eye color. Discover the
benefits of coloring with
IGORA, with powerful lift
and strong neutralization,
which also protects the
inner hair structure, to
result in beautifully bright
and clear blondes.
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COLOR
SEMINARS
THE MIXOLOGIST

It’s a whole new world of color.
Color comes in many forms, from
natural-looking to enhanced. This
complete deep dive into the world of
color and its fundamentals will give
you the experience to create custom
formulations, while understanding the
laws of color. You’ll expand your color
knowledge as you gain the skills to create
unique and bespoke color palettes for
each individual client request.
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We’re here to
		 help you
do it better

IGORA LAB SERIES
Start from the beginning and end
up an expert! We’re continuing
this 4 part series that guides
you through our IGORA coloring
system. Upon completion of
the 4 modules you’ll receive a
certificate. The 4 modules consist
of product knowledge, hands on,
color theory and more. Hang this
certificate high on your salon wall
and let your clients know you’re
the pro!
20 22
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CORRECTIVE COLOR
Corrective Color is an in-depth look at
the most challenging processes needed
to advance your color knowledge. From
consultation to diagnosis, refresh your
corrective skills and knowledge and learn
how to correctly assess your clients hair in
salon speed. Gain confidence in selecting
the correct formula and technique to
darken, lighten and work tone on tone.
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BLONDE SPECIALIST SERIES
A 3 part blonding series featuring our
beloved BLONDME brand. Our seminar
walks you through BLONDME as a
system. Brand knowledge, portfolio
options, blonding techniques and much
more. Upon completion of the series
you’ll receive your certificate to show
your clients you’re the blonde master.
®

®
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true beautiful honest

®

Authentic color that’s true beautiful honest.
With the #iwokeuplikethis and #nofilter
movements showing no signs of slowing
down – coupled with the demand for brands
to be more transparent – authenticity really
matters to your clients.
This course focuses on mastering Schwarzkopf
Professional’s first multi-dimensional
permanent hair color, tbh – true beautiful
honest. You’ll discover how to deliver a truly
personalized service using high-performing
color formulations that illuminate the hair’s
natural highs and lows – perfect for those
clients that long for more natural-looking
color results.
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Bring your
		 vision to life

MASTER OF COLOR
In this 10 day, 2 module course you will
learn all things color.
Between theory, activities, hands on
workshops, each day is jam packed with
info that will inspire you. Recommended
for stylists with a handful of years
experience under their belt. This is
fundamental knowledge taken to the
next level.
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QUICK COLOR SERVICES
Fast color techniques & tips to maximize
turnover. This course is for a hairdresser
that needs to provide express color services
for their customers. Now don’t worry, we’ll
take things slow during our live demos as
we bring you up to speed on products like
IGORA COLOR10 and essential quick color
techniques such as the T-Section and 10
foil technique, helping you maximize your
appointments and fine-tune your skills.
®
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®

THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE TUBE
Are you a hair nerd who wants to know
more about the chemistry behind hair
color? This new seminar is for the stylist
who always needs to know the why. What
are the ingredients in hair color and why
do we need them? In depth knowledge
about the hair structure and where hair
color lives, in and on the hair are just the
start. Understanding the chemistry of
hair color and pH, will help you decide
how to choose which formula and color
collection to use on certain clients in
various situations. This seminar is best
suited for a colorist who has a few years’
experience under their belt.
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FREEDOM WITH
ESSENSITY
®

Are your clients asking for
Ammonia Free Hair Color,
that covers grey up to 100%?
We have the solution for those
clients that are joining the
“Free From Movement.”
Discover our most NATURAL
LOOKING HAIR COLOR with
ESSENSITY permanent ammoniafree color with Phytolipid
Technology. ESSENSITY is a
“Free From” Permanent
Haircolor; Free From
ammonia, silicones,
artificial fragrances &
mineral oil. Join us as
we share the color
portfolio, formulas and
application techniques
to make you the salon
that now can meet
your client demands.
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Leave your clients
buzzing with satisfaction.
Celebrate your artistry and
enhance your client’s look with
educational backbar classes
designed to inspire and excite.
Learn how to take your clients on
a truly customized, in-salon care
journey and create beautifully
personalized results, every time.
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BAR
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HAIR AND SCALP EXPERT
High-performance customized
scalp & hair routines. We
don’t want to scare you, but
think about this - every single
customer that comes through
your salon doors has a different
hair type. So prescribing a
scalp & hair care routine isn’t
going to be a one-size-fits-all
kind of deal. Not even close.
Luckily, we’ve created this
course to help you build on
everything you already know
about haircare. We’ll cover the
basics of hair structure and
scalp conditions, give you an
in-depth understanding of Fibre
Clinix & Scalp Clinix * and get
you ready to deliver incredible,
bespoke in-salon and at-home
regimes, every time.
®

®

BACKBAR

SEMINARS

ASK E DU CATI O N
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BAC K BA R

*Scalp Clinix launches Summer 2022

CARE CONSULTANT
We believe in providing professional haircare
services for each client. This in-depth session
will make you an expert in our unique hairtherapy
range. With a new and holistic approach to our
salon exclusive consultation, you will learn how
to recommend the ideal solution for every client
need – become a care ambassador today!
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The fuel to your creativity
Every head of hair is a blank
canvas. Every client is a new
opportunity to practice your art.
From conservative to creative,
every time you style is a chance to
showcase your talent. Learn how
to craft your own signature style.

STYL

ING
ASK E DU CATI O N
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HAIR BEHIND THE CAMERA
Cast, style and shoot a campaign for your
salon with Nick Irwin. Step behind the
camera with the award-winning hairdresser
Nick Irwin. Nick’s career has seen him
effortlessly transition between the session
world and professional hairdressing arena.
Now he’ll show you how to deliver creative
campaigns that do justice to your work!
Join Nick as he shares his secrets for
casting the right models, the do’s and
don’ts of on-set etiquette and tips for
finding the perfect location. As well as
the chance to witness Nick’s work firsthand. This exclusive, hands-on workshop
includes studio and location shoots as you
style your own video to use on social!

ST Y LI NG
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STYLING

HERO SEMINAR
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CREATE IT, POST IT
Want to create your own look and showcase
your work digitally but don’t know where to
start? Want to work up close and personal
with our ambassadors who can show you
how to get that perfect Insta-ready shot
using the most advanced techniques on live
models? Braids. Knots. Buns, bring ‘em on.
Thinking outside of the box to capture that
perfect image for social media and allowing
your creative juices to flow.
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STYLING

SEMINARS
STYLING DNA
Immerse yourself
in the OSiS+ universe!
After covering the basics,
our team will show you
the latest techniques
on the market. You’ll
gain the confidence to
unleash your creativity as
you master Schwarzkopf
Professional’s innovative
styling range. Take fresh
inspiration and new
styling skills back to the
salon, so you can create
customized styles that
exceed your clients’
expectations!
®

ASK E DU CATI O N
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DRY IT RIGHT
Learn how to nail that blow dry, from
product & brushes to new techniques.
Starting with classic techniques, we will
expand your knowledge and teach you
the smart way to create outstanding
volume, bounce, and luster. Explore
Schwarzkopf Professional’s range of
blow-dry products as we support you
on your journey to the perfect finish!
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CURL COLLAB SEMINARS
Not sure where to get started with
curly hair? Join our Curl Collab!
We have many different techniques
that you can put together to create
multiple looks. Let’s uncover the
mysteries around curly and textured
hair. We’ll guide you through basic
curly hair info all the way to color and
cutting techniques on the 4 major
categories of curl types. Great for
those who are new to curls and those
who want to learn more about them.
Each seminar can be customized
based on needs of the salon or stylist.
20 22
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BRIDAL AND
FESTIVAL HAIR
Creating show-stealing
wedding looks & headlineworthy festival styles.
Their big day comes
with some seriously big
expectations. But rather
than stress it, we’re here to
help you ace it because who
doesn’t love a wedding? In
this seminar we’ll give you
an introduction to the bridal
and festive hair markets and
share our tips and tricks for
following a detailed checklist,
designed to satisfy even the
most demanding bridezilla.
And it’ll be love at first sight
as we showcase the latest
wedding trends through
live demos and practical
sessions. Think braids.
Chignons. Romantic waves.

Craft a signature
style of your own
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ESSENTIAL SKILLS
WORKSHOP – CUTTING
Designed to give new learners and
hairdressers an insight into cutting. Learn
the fundamental principles of creating any
classic shape, essential for all salon work.
With an emphasis on the ASK Essential
Skills methodology and terminology, this
course covers the key elements to create
the ideal haircut: parting and sectioning,
distribution, elevation and cut.

20 22
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Fresh perspectives.
New ideas. Big aspirations.
Yeah, we’ve all got them. Wouldn’t it be
great if we could all come together and
share them? That’s what ASK Visionary
is all about: sharing ideas and curated
educational experiences that inspire all
of us. But, ideas aren’t any use if you
don’t have anywhere to put them into
practice, so these seminars will also
share tips, tricks and techniques to
safeguard and grow your future business.

VISION
ARY
It’s not about ideas
it’s about making
					it happen

ASK E DU CATI O N
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Essential Looks

®

Paris. Milan. London. New
York, etc. Sometimes it
seems like there’s a Fashion Week
happening every week somewhere
in the world. Add in social media
and it starts to feel like there’s a
new ‘must-have’ look on a daily
base. It’s a lot to keep on top of,
right? Well, don’t panic. Essential
Looks is all about helping you
make sense of it all. Mastering the
new and the next. Feeding off the
buzz generated by international
runways, session stylists and
trend forecasters, we’ll help you
with the education and skills
to translate the hype into highfashion, ready-to-wear salon
looks for your clients. Discover
more at ESSENTIALLOOKS.COM

Globally
		relevant
trends

HERO SEMINAR

ASK E DU CATI O N
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VISIONARY

LOOK & LEARN
An exclusive overview of the
Essential Looks collection. We get that
sometimes things can be so busy that
finding time to keep up with the latest
looks just isn’t going to happen. That’s
exactly why we run this Look & Learn
session. Get up close and super-personal
with the latest essential looks collection.
Learn from the masters as our team of
world-renowned artists show you how
put your own spin on the latest runway
looks, recreating the hottest cut and
color trends. Move over Milan. Pack your
bags, Paris. Take a hike, London. Your
salon is where the real icons are made.
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UNPLUGGED & INSPIRED

ASK E DU CATI O N
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VISIONARY

SEMINARS

Cast your own models and create high-impact,
catwalk inspired images. Hair, but make it fashion.
This is your chance to flex your artistic muscles
and realize your creative vision. As well as an
overview of the latest Essential Looks collection,
we’ll dissect the most recent catwalks shows,
recreating the looks that are trending hard. With
a live demo, you’ll get to cast your own models
and learn how to direct a shoot, generating high
impact styles for eye-catching digital images.

DIGITAL COLOR JAM
Learn from the Color Masters. Recreate
their looks and capture them for social.
A kaleidoscopic voyage of discovery. Or,
Digital Color Jam to you and me! In these
unique sessions, we’ll showcase the latest
Essential Looks collection through practical
hands-on workshops and live product demos.
You’ll learn how to recreate the latest color
looks, with a focus on what’s now and what’s
next, developing the skills and knowledge to
mix next-gen colors in your salon.

INNOXPLORER

ASK E DU CATI O N
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Be first to experience the
newest product innovations.
Forget what’s happening now,
this is where we show you what’s
coming next! Be the first to
try the latest innovations from
Schwarzkopf Professional, with
exclusive live product demos
and hands-on sessions. With
an introduction to the newest
services and treatments, you’ll
get an exciting taste of what the
future holds. It’s not quite time
travel, but we think it’s the next
best thing!

GROW YOUR COMMUNITY
Learn how to grow your social following –
and then drive that traffic in store. Social
Media. Love it or hate it, you can’t escape
it. It doesn’t matter how good you are if
your digital game isn’t on point. But when
done right it can turn your salon from bestkept secret to overnight sensation. Working
with our social-savvy team we’ll show you
how to make the most of digital. Don’t
know a hashtag from a handle? No worries.
TikTok trendsetter? Great. Whatever your
experience with social media, by the end of
this course you’ll be trending hard. Because
from now on, you need a digital game that’s
as sharp as your scissors.

ASK E DU CATI O N
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BUSINESS

V ISI ON ARY

VISIONARY

TOTAL SALON BUSINESS
Our essential steps to total salon success.
Want to learn the secrets to salon success?
Of course you do. In this seminar we’ll show
you how to turn your salon from OK to OMG
as we reveal our eight steps to success,
explain how you can forge meaningful, loyal
connections with your client base, and
explore the best ways to market your salon
- from reception, to window, social media,
team management and profit increase.
It’s time to level up!

ASK E DU CATI O N
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RETAIL EXCELLENCE
Learn the secrets of
successful selling. So you
can do hair. Great! But what
use is that if your salon is
the world’s best kept secret?
Become a selling guru and
retail success with our Retail
Excellence course. Through
lively roleplay and interactive
group sessions, we’ll help you
fine tune everything from your
greetings and consultations,
the intricacies of branding, all
the way through to the art of
closing the sale. With every
step tailored to your clients’
needs, you’ll maximize sales
without becoming that pushy
seller, because nobody likes
that person, right?

Immerse yourself
			in the world
		 of digital
20 22
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AS K ACA D E M Y S HA N G HA I , A S I A N PAC I F I C

ASK
ACADEMIES

ASK E DU CATI O N
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AS K ACA DEM IE S

With a great number of academies
and partner locations around the world,
Schwarzkopf Professional is able to provide
an inspirational environment where skills are
refreshed, trends are born and connections
are made. Each location has been designed to
fire-up your passion for hairdressing as you’re
welcomed into a world of educational support
training. Our academies truly are an integrated
global network of creative intelligence.

GLOBAL

AMBASSADORS
TYLER JOHNSON
GLOBAL AMBASSADOR
@tylerjohnstonhair
Tyler Johnston’s work is
always immediately
recognizable. Beginning as
a stylist at Vidal Sassoon,
Tyler has since worked for
countless world-renowned
clients with features in some
of the world’s most fêted
international magazines.
Tyler’s adventurous
creativity has led him to be
the editorial mastermind
behind Essential Looks and
one of the industry’s most
sought-after Session Stylists.
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LESLEY JENNISION
GLOBAL AMBASSADOR
@lesleyjennison
Lesley Jennison is a true color genius.
Starting at the prestigious London
Academy, Lesley has triumphed in her
career with many firsts in the industry while
she built-up her extensive list of highprofile clients. Lesley’s expert color vision is
called upon for Essential Looks collections,
fashion shows and training hairdressers in
how to maximize their color creativity.

AUSTEN THOMSON
GLOBAL CARE AMBASSADOR
@austenthomsonhair
Austen Thomson, acclaimed owner of the salon
Austen Thomson Hair and an original member
of the #SKPCollective – the first of its kind
in hairdressing, with the fundamental goal to
support the stylist and their salon in effectively
promoting their skills, business offering and
the Schwarzkopf Professional brand via social
media – proudly joins us as Global Hair Care
Ambassador. Austen’s motto ‘Inspire & Evolve’ and
his passion for digital education make him the
perfect partner to further inspire and educate
the stylists of the future on all things scalp & hair.
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ARJAN BEVERS
GLOBAL COLOR AMBASSADOR
@arjanbevers
Arjan Bevers is known for his
boundless creativity. With 25
years of experience behind
him, Arjan is an award-winning
hairdresser and successful
owner. Arjan imparts his edgy, yet
sophisticated style into developing
the next big trends for Essential
Looks and his wealth of knowledge
into our ASK Education offering.

EDOARDO PALUDO
GLOBAL COLOR AMBASSADOR
@edoardopaludo
Edoardo Paludo’s work combines the
creativity of an artist with the technical
prowess of a master craftsman. Eduardo’s
experimental nature and award-winning
ability has led him to become one of the
world’s leading colorists and a creative
powerhouse behind Schwarzkopf
Professional’s Chroma ID brand.

ASK E DU CATI O N
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NICK IRWIN
GLOBAL STYLING AMBASSADOR
@nickirwinhair
Nick Irwin is a true industry icon. Kicking
off his career with Toni & Guy before being
mentored by Anthony Mascolo, he has builtup a star-studded clientele, including iconic
photographer Rankin and the team at Hunger
Magazine. With a passion for hair matched
only by his outstanding talent, his work is
often featured in global fashion magazines
and international advertising campaigns.
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LEADERSHIP TEAM

EDUCATION
20 22

Our Education Leadership
Team together create the
vision for our department.
They strive to always look
ahead to the needs of
hairdressers and create
education that not only
informs but also inspires.

ED UCATI ON L E ADERSHI P

ASK E DU CATI O N

To get the best quality
education, you need a
team of individuals who
collectively come together
to form the best team.

IAN MAYER-MARSZALEK
@ianhairspray

ASK E DU CATI O N
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As the Senior National Corporate Trainer,
Ian has been on the Schwarzkopf
Professional team for over a decade. His
main role as the technical lead for the
United States is only one hat that he
wears. Working closely with marketing,
R&D, social media and our Germany
headquarters as our USA ASK Manager,
he is responsible for the training of
our entire company on new product
innovations, and hairdresser techniques.
“I feel like I’m living my dream job!”

ASK E DU CATI O N
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ROXANNE CHRISTIAN
@rocx1
As the Senior Education Manager/ PPS,
Roxanne Christian brings over 20+ years
of experience and knowledge working with
Schwarzkopf Professional. Not only is Roxanne
a mentor to many in our company, she is
also responsible for managing our corporate
internal education team, managing the
department’s budget, working with marketing
to develop new strategies along with working
closely with Germany headquarters to steer
the direction of our company here in the US
to maintain our #1 country in the world status.
“I love making a difference and creating
opportunities for all”

ASK E DU CATI O N
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LISA ELLIOTT
@lisaelliottskp
In her role as a Schwarzkopf Professional
Channel Education Manager Lisa supports
our National Accounts Channel. Her vast
industry experience as a stylist, former
educator, brand Territory Manager, and
in her current role where she has worked
with all Distribution channels, allows her
to relate at all levels and offer key insights
and strategies to grow Schwarzkopf
Professional in the US through education.
“ I love being part of a company that is
always growing and innovating!”

GINNETTE MINARIK
@hair_scholar_ginnette
As Channel Education Manager, Ginnette
Minarik’ s focus is on growing the Schwarzkopf
Professional business within the Independent
Distribution channel. Leveraging her expertise
behind the chair and in field education, her
responsibilities include; creation of new
innovative educational events, leading and
growing the field education team, and sales
support through analytical and creative
strategies. “It is my honor and privilege
to lead the field education strategy for
Schwarzkopf Professional in our Independent
channel markets.”
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EDUCATION MANAGERS

REGIONAL
20 22

Their prowess in education
is unmatched. In addition to
maintaining relationships with
our customers, our Regional
Education Managers manage
their territories, facilitate
seminars, build and mentor
our national field education
team. There’s no limit to what
this astounding group can do.

RE GI ON AL E DU CAT IO N M ANAGERS

ASK E DU CATI O N

This is our cream of the crop
education management
team rivaled by none.

TERRI PFAFF
@terri_pfaffskp_alterna
Regional Education
Manager

SHELBY-NICOLE
HEPNER
@shelbyhepnerskp
Regional Education
Manager

Regional Education
Manager

ASK E DU CATI O N
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RE GI ON AL E DU CAT IO N M ANAGERS

AMBER HUG
@amberhug

MEGAN DUHAME
@megan_duhame
Regional Education
Manager

JON-DAVID MCHARGUE
@jon_david_mchargue
Regional Education
Manager

CHELSEA PIZER FREITAS
@chelseapizerfreitas

ASK E DU CATI O N
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RE GI ON AL E DU CAT IO N M ANAGERS

National Education
Manager Specialty
Retail

EDUCATION TEAM

CORPORATE
20 22

Technical support line, invoicing,
ticket sales, special projects
& events, product innovation
testing, digital communication
support, you name it they do it.

C ORPO R AT E EDUC AT IO N TEA M
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Talk about a well oiled machine.
This group does it all.

J-TRAVIS WALTERS
@jtravisbeauty
National Corporate
Education Manager

LAURA VELASCO
@styles.by.lalavee
National Education
Coordinator

VIVIAN SUDARIO
@vcsudario
ASK Expert
Coordinator

MARYL VELBECK
@marylvelbeck

ASK E DU CATI O N
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N AT ION AL AMB ASS ADORS

SKP Technical
Support & Education
Support Line

TEAM

ARTISTIC
20 22

This traveling
group of Artistic
Team members will
inspire your salon
teams. We put
together completely
customizable events
for you and your
teams based on your
individual needs to
get more creative.

DI GI TAL ART ISTI C TEA MS

ASK E DU CATI O N

Looking to push the
boundaries and think
outside the box?

Your National Artistic Team
We have a diverse and highly skilled Artist Team
to bring our products and your skill set to life.
Located throughout the United States, this team
travels all over for stage work, in salon support,
and to facilitate seminars at our beautiful Los
Angeles Academy of Hair. This is our cream of the
crop education team that have earned the right to
call themselves a Schwarzkopf Professional Artistic
Team Member.

GENIA
CHURCH
@geniachurch

ASK E DU CATI O N

20 22

N AT IO NAL ARTI STI C T EAM

BRITTANY
BRADLEY
@brittanywiththebluehair

NATIONAL

ARTISTIC TEAM

CODY FERRO
@codyferro

JESSICA
RONDINELLI
@jrondinelli

ALLISON WILDY
@allie.style

GRACE ROGERS
@g3hairdesign

20 22

N AT IO NAL ARTI STI C T EAM

ASK E DU CATI O N

NIKKI TORPE
@nikkitorpehair

SAM STAHL
@hairbysamstahl

ASK E DU CATI O N

20 22

N AT IO NAL ARTI STI C T EAM

TJ ROSBECK
@tjdoeshairmke

THE

DIGITAL

ARTISTIC TEAM
The next generation
of hairdressers

ASK E DU CATI O N

20 22

D IG ITAL ARTI STIC TE AM

Our team of partner stylists that genuinely
love our brand, help create digital content
to move us into the spotlight. This highly
talented group are super versatile and very
inspiring. Some of the biggest names in the
industry within the digital world, and we’re
proud to partner with them.

JOSIE VILAY
@josievilay
Located: Winnipeg,
MB Canada
Fan Count: 352k
Specialties:
Transformations,
Blonding, Platinum

LINH PHAN
@BeScene
Located: Scottsdale, AZ
Fan Count: 400k
Specialties: Creative
Color, Permanent Color,
Bleach Outs

20 22

D IG ITAL ARTI STIC TE AM

ASK E DU CATI O N

LIZ HAVEN O’NEIL
@lizhaven
Located: Houston, TX
Fan Count: 228k
Specialties: Strandlights,
Sun Kissed Money Piece,
Blonding

MAGGIE HANCOCK
@maggiemh
Located: Scottsdale, AZ
Fan Count: 153k
Specialties: Blonding,
Platinum, Styling,
Transformations

DANILO BOZIC
@Danilo.Bozic
Located: Hinsdale, IL
Fan Count: 185k

ASK E DU CATI O N

20 22

D IG ITAL ARTI STIC TE AM

Specialties: Airtouch,
Balayage, Blonding

FOLLOW US
VISUAL INSPIRATION
@schwarzkopfusa

BORED?

@schwarzkopfusa

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
@schwarzkopfprofessionalusa

24/7 EDUCATION

@schwarzkopfprofessionalusa

WANT MORE?

Trends, shop, education, products & more!
schwarzkopf-professionalusa.com
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FO LLOW US
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www.schwarzkopf-professionalusa.com
@schwarzkopfusa

